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Brief and objectives: 

Did you know that 9/10 consumers follow a bartender’s recommendation when selecting a 

drink or brand? Global drinks leader, Diageo recognises bartenders’ considerable influence 

in guiding consumers towards a brand and have created a professional development 

programme for bartenders – Diageo Bar Academy (DBA).   

Our brief was to bridge the gap between DBA’s physical trainings and create inspirational 

content for an online community, building a mutually beneficial relationship between 

bartenders and Diageo.  

Our ultimate goal: become the “go-to” platform for bar staff seeking engaging educational 

and inspirational content to enhance their bar skills and careers. 

Objectives: 

 Establish DBA as an online destination for bar staff looking for educational and 
inspirational content; 

 Increase unique website users to 120,000; 

 Grow DBA’s social media community to 250,000;  

 Strengthen Diageo’s brand presence in Drinks International Annual Bar Report (a 
global survey of bartenders indicating trending and preferred brands.) 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

Research revealed 3/10 consumers didn’t know what to drink when entering a bar and look 

to the bartender for a recommendation.  This demonstrated the commercial opportunity – 

build relationships with bartenders and build the reputation of Diageo’s brands.  

Research on bar staff behaviour highlighted: 

o Facebook is their social platform of choice; 
o Instagram is a close runner-up; 
o They lead nomadic lifestyles; 
o They rely on mobile devices; 
o They see the potential for progression within their industry. 



Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

Our strategy was to deliver career-enhancing content direct to them, adopted for multiple 

online platforms and linked to further content on the DBA website, to draw our audience into 

our ‘digital content ecosystem’. 

Content was shaped around breaking industry news, career inspiration and bar-themed 

entertainment across DBA’s Website, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. We knew we could 

make our content mutually beneficial for bartenders if we got the right mix that was both fun 

and beneficial.  

A ‘one size fits all’ approach wouldn’t suit bartenders’ eclectic social patterns, so we created 

content in multiple formats: 

 Short-form content on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter for the bartender that only 

had time to engage with DBA for a short time during a busy shift. 

 Long-form articles on a DBA website available to bartenders who wanted to delve 

deeper into their craft. 

 Content highlights were wrapped up in monthly e- magazines for the travelling 

bartender that only had time to catch up once a month.  

However, we knew beautiful content on the right platforms wasn’t going to win bartenders’ 

eyeballs alone, so we: 

 Produced exclusive ‘how to’ videos on essential bar skills and downloadable assets 

including recipe cards. 

 Captured a bank of inspirational cocktail photography to support our content. 

 Rolled out interactive content including 4x DBA Facebook live sessions, an 

Instagram takeover and the first ever DBA live online training. 

 Developed a highly specific media targeting strategy. 

 Enriched the user journey of the website, with improved navigation and new layers of 

service to drive engagement. 

Implementation of tactics: 

Smarts implemented all tactics: 

CRAFTING TAILORED CONTENT: We created seven content pillars relevant to our 

audience: Bar Skills, Know Your Liquid, Drinkspiration, Trends, Cultural Moments, Bar Life 

and Bar Business. We produced content like an online magazine – planning ahead, aligning 

each month with an overarching theme. This planning allowed us to capture 90% of visual 

assets in one production phase, allowing us to focus budget on the best content contributors 

and distribution.  

COLLABORATING WITH CREDIBLE INFLUENCERS: We recruited a balance of ‘rock star’ 

content contributors with large online networks alongside experienced bar professionals with 

high credibility. They provided first-hand advice, adding their personal network and celebrity 



appeal. These included Dave Broom, renowned whisky expert and regular ‘Sunday Brunch’ 

panellist. 

GOING LIVE: We organised a series of Facebook Live sessions with DBA trainers located in 

the world’s top bars. Following this, we did an Instagram takeover with a renowned Johnnie 

Walker Ambassador and launched the first ever DBA Live Webinar – an online training 

hosted by DBA’s Head Trainer covering the world of spirits and food.  

SERVING IT UP: We maximised reach by distributing a monthly content package containing 

a social media calendar, online articles and a high-impact e-magazine, delivered straight to 

the mailboxes of DBA’s global marketing leads so they could translate the content and roll it 

out on their own channels. 

CAPITALISING ON CULTURAL MOMENTS: We knew bartenders wanted infotainment that 

helped sell more and better drinks, so we provided content ahead of key cultural moments 

such as ‘World Whisky Day’ to boost their sales. This included members’ only recipe cards 

available via the website, to survive these busy periods. 

BUSINESS OF BARS: We developed a segment on the website ‘Business of Bars’ with 

valuable tools to help bar staff take their skills to the next level. This included a wastage 

calculator to work out how much they could potentially be wasting on stock.  We also 

produced ‘Essential Skills’ videos demonstrating the basic skills bar staff need to know. 

INTERNAL BUY-IN: With a network of over 33,000 Diageo employees working across a 

range of world-famous drinks brands, internal support was essential. We developed tailored 

content to connect the Global Executive and sales teams. We outlined the importance of 

bartenders to the business, opening doors to working directly with the brand teams, including 

Johnnie Walker who rolled out a Facebook competition on our channel offering our audience 

tickets to a Formula 1 race. 

Measurement and evaluation: 
 OUTPUTS 

 60 website articles  

 600+ social media posts  

 12 e-magazines 

 4 DBA Live sessions  

 1 Instagram takeover 

 First DBA live webinar  

 6 ‘Essential Skills’ videos and a bank of new photography  

 6 downloadable content packs (menus, recipe cards) 

 

OUTCOMES 

o Increased unique website users to over 131,000 (+9% on objective)  

o DBA is now the largest brand-owned social media communities of bartenders 

in the world with over 268,000 fans / followers (7+% on the objective). 

o Registered members increased to over 23,000 (+92% on previous year) 

o The DBA webinar was attended by 166, ranking it in the top 16% of customer 

training webinars.  



o Website content achieved 1,261,057 page views from 1st June 2017 to 1st 

June 2018. 

o Downloadable content (menus, recipe cards) on the website was downloaded 

6,406 times in the same period. 

o Bartenders have ranked two Diageo brands in their top 10 favourite spirit 

brands in the Drinks International Annual Bar Report 2018. 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

Agency Fees: £187,000  

Third Party Costs: £50,000 

Covering: content creation and implementation across website, social media, e-magazine, 

media spend and contributor fees.  

We delivered beyond expectations by continuously evolving our content and techniques to 

reach bartenders at scale. The result - an engaged community that saw bartenders rank two 

Diageo brands in their top 10 favourite spirits (more than any other company). 

 


